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Foreword

It is a pleasure to introduce this monograph on instrumentation, devices and techniques of ocular microsurgery. The editor, Prof. Dr. Draeger, has had more than two decades of experience in this field. He is one of the pioneers in the use of the operating microscope and has contributed significantly to the progress of instrumentation, especially the motorized, remote-controlled equipment. He was the first to introduce the concept of a complete ceiling-suspended microsurgical unit, which now incorporates the connections not only to control the table and the microscope, but also a multitude of accessory instruments and equipment, including an anesthesia machine, laser connection and a modern magnet. Especially ingenious is the arrangement whereby the surgeon controls many instruments by foot switches from his chair.

After an introductory chapter by the late Prof. Sautter follow three contributions by the editor and associates. They contain new information (especially concerning the argon and YAG lasers, the new magnet) which has not been published before. The chapter on instrumentation establishes for the first time the mechanical-physical principles of microsurgical devices. Similar chapters deal with suture material and the use of viscous material as an adjunct to microsurgical procedures.

The chapter on technical aspects of vitreous surgery is discussed by the originator of this approach, Dr. Machemer of Durham, North Carolina.

Prof. Spitznas of Bonn describes his new innovative machine which could revolutionize the approach to a number of ophthalmic maneuvers. The technical aspects of implant surgery and of eye banking are cogently discussed by experts in the field.

This book is unique in its approach to ocular microsurgery. It is not a textbook on surgical procedures that tells you how to do it. This monograph presents the state of the art concerning technical, physical and logistical aspects of ocular microsurgery. It deserves wide dissemination.

Iowa City, Iowa

F. C. Blodi, MD

Preface

Twenty years ago the first thoughts on a book like this were aired. The aim was to evaluate the new methods, to test critically their usefulness and to develop responsible conclusions. Ophthalmic microsurgery developed
afterwards so quickly that it was impossible to get an overview of what is essential and what is trivial, and to present a relevant selection to a less informed reader. After 20 years of sometimes stormy development this aim seems now to be achievable, even though we are certainly not at the end of the technical possibilities of ocular microsurgery. Nevertheless, it seems useful to publish at the present time a balanced picture of what has been achieved.

I am indebted, first of all, to the cooperation of my two friends, Friedrich Klein, Wedel, and Leonhard Klein, Heidelberg, with whom I have worked for decades. Without their indefatigable interest our work could not have developed so far and this book could not have been written. They also contributed their technical expertise to the manuscripts. The same applies to the other coauthors who have so diligently worked on difficult topics. I would like to mention especially the support by my closest associate, R. Winter, who contributed so much to the final success of the book. We greatly appreciate the excellent work of the translator. Without Professor Blodi’s help this publication never would have been possible. I am also indebted to the diligent cooperation of my faithful secretaries who contributed by their typing, correcting, changing of the text to the success of our endeavor. I also wish to thank the publishers, S. Karger, for their patience in completing this complicated project and for the excellent production of the book.

1. Draeger

To my teachers, friends, students
J. Draeger